EDGAR ALLAN POE!

His 1844 story about a balloon trip across the Atlantic was a __
__ is a recurring theme in many of his works
The poem, The __, was published in the Evening Mirror in 1845
The Fall of the House of __ uses gothic motifs like decay and madness
His parents were __ and he had an older brother and younger sister
He was born in __, MA on January 19, 1809
In 1835 he married his 13-year old __, Virginia Clemm
Rufus Wilmot Griswold wrote a false __ about Poe after his death
"Allan" comes from the family that took him in after his __'s death
He had problem with __ that affected his jobs and life
Poe __ is in the Bronx where he lived for the last years of his life
The short story The __-__ featured a cryptogram or cipher to solve
Many of his works are __; having a grim atmosphere or symbols of death
The __ Writers of America give out the Edgar Award every year
The __ Movement was a reaction to the Industrial Revolution of the 1800s
The __-__ Heart is possibly his most famous work
He died in __, MD, on October 7, 1949, of uncertain causes
Many consider him the inventor of __ fiction
Working for several __, he tried to support himself with his writing
He worked odd jobs like being a clerk or __ writer
C. Auguste Dupin is in Murders in the __ ___ and The Purloined Letter
He was court-martialed from __ ___ after less than a year
____ was the last poem that Poe finished before his death
Charles __ translated Poe's work into French
____ wrote a sequel to The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket
He accused this well-known writer of plagiarism
Henri Le Rennet and Quarles were __ that he published under
His first work, Tamerlane and Other Poems, was published __ in 1827
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